Dangerous Goods Awareness Course
Category 4 & 5 (1 day)

Who should attend?
Staff involved in processing air cargo (other than DG) – means those staff involved in DIRECT CHECKING of packaging, marking, labeling and documentation of DG or Staff involved in handling, storage or loading of any air cargo – means those staff involved in actions other than processing, such as loading, transporting and storage of cargo consignments, which present the staff with an opportunity of having physical or close visual contact with the cargo consignments or perusal.

Course Outline

General Philosophy
- Definition of Dangerous Goods
- Shipper’s Responsibilities
- Operator’s Responsibilities

Limitation
- Forbidden Dangerous Goods
- Hidden Hazards
- Dangerous Goods Carried by Passengers and Crew
- Dangerous Goods in Air Mail
- Dangerous Goods in Operator Property
- Dangerous Goods in Excepted Quantities
- State and Operator Variations

Classification, Labeling and Marking
- Nine Classes of Dangerous Goods
- Hazard and Handling Labels
- Package Markings

Documentation
- Shipper’s Declaration for Dangerous Goods
- Air Waybill

Storage and Loading Procedures
- Segregation

Emergency Procedures
- Local Emergency Procedures
- Occurrence Reporting